Ct shorting block wiring diagram

We stock three different sizes of CT shorting blocks. We can normally ship the same day on all
sizes. Please contact us for large quanities as we do provide a discount on larger amounts. CT
shorting blocks are a critical requirement for most instrument applications. When current
transformers are operated with an open circuit, extremely high voltages can be generated which
can result in damage to equipment or personnel. Before removing a load such as a meter or
relay, the CT should be short circuited using a shorting block as shown in our connection
diagram. We have available a connection diagram on a reference page on our site for your
convenience. There are many applications that require an easy,. Use caution, as much as V on
the secondary has been measured on larger core CTs with an open-circuited secondary.? This
is why it is critical to use precaution when working on equipment that has not been properly
shorted. We can be your full serivce company for current transformers, split core CT's, potential
transformers and shorting blocks. We will strive to give you the service above and beyond what
the industry call for. You can count on your order getting the attention it deserves. Whether
your need is a single shorting block or several units. Whether this is your first time purchasing
a current transformer or potential transformer, or you just have a specific question, the staff is
glad to assist you. If the question is about a transformer connection or a special requirement,
even if it does not end in a sale, we want you to contact us. We know by building customer
relations, when the time comes we will have you as a customer. Southern Transformer is in
business to be your supplier for current and potential transformers. Whether it is a specialty
current transformer or standard design, we can supply what you need. Some units are in stock
ready to go and others are available on a short lead time. We stock Shorting Blocks in 4, 6 and 8
point configuration. The designs are made with the addition of our computer aided design
program, this can assure you of the best possible designed product you can buy on the market
today. We still believe copper is the best material to use on our transformers and have
standardized in its use. Whether the application is in North Carolina, Oversea's or in Central
America, we can be there for you. Call us today with your requirements or Email! COM We
proudly accept these credit cards! This is your good opportunity to be here and get this great
book. It will in point of fact make a great settlement to be your best pal in your lonely. It will be
the best accomplice to total your concern and hobby. Only for you today! This is not your grow
old to traditionally go to the photograph album stores to buy a book. Here, varieties of
photograph album collections are easily reached to download. Getting this photograph album b
on-line in this site can be realized now by visiting the partner page to download. It will be easy.
Why should be here? How can you fiddle with your mind to be more open? There many sources
that can incite you to total your thoughts. It can be from the supplementary experiences and as
well as savings account from some people. You can locate appropriately many books that we
part here in this website. When writing can fiddle with your life, next writing can enrich you by
offering much money, why don't you try it? Are you yet completely ashamed of where getting
the ideas? Now, you will habit reading. A good writer is a good reader at once. You can clarify
how you write depending upon what books to read. It can be one of the right sources to
manufacture your writing skill. How a easy idea by reading can total you to be a thriving
person? Reading is a completely easy activity. But, how can many people be appropriately lazy
to read? They will choose to spend their free grow old to chatting or hanging out. It is not
indistinctive next connecting the writing skills to reading. Reading will make you get more
sources and resources. It is a habit that can total how you overlook and understand the life.
This is a well-known photograph album that is published from well-known publisher. Seen form
the author, it can be trusted that this photograph album will provide many inspirations, nearly
the vigor and experience and whatever inside. Scanning for Ct Shorting Block Wiring Diagram
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Demonstration of shorting a ct shorting block for safe wiring modifications. The screws
connecting the conductors are only accessible after the current transformer has been short
circuited using the short circuit slider. Ct Shorting Block Wiring Diagram. Ct shorting block
wiring diagram. Single phase type ct shorting block ct ratio tap wiring from one individual ct
shorting block ground single phase wiring from individual ct to relays instruments etc. Buy 4
pole and 6 pole ct shorting blocks for current transformers from eig. To find out more download
the part b price list on. Ground screw connection normally left in place. Fuse kits to suit these ct
blocks are also available nhp has a full range of cts and energy meters to complement your ct
test terminal block. Ct shorting blocks are wired such that the negative leads of the current
transformers are connected to the same node and tied to ground. Note that a minimum of two
screws are needed to short this 1 ct if the full winding is shorted y1 y5 in this case. Ei 30ct06dr
these shorting blocks are designed to be a superior. With our test disconnect terminal blocks
based on tested weidmuller screw connection technology connecting challenges can be
resolved clearly and cost effectively. Cts with current outputs these cts are internally burdened
to produce a safe vac output voltage therefore shorting blocks are not needed. Captive
hardware finger safe covers din rail mounted safer than traditional shorting blocks easier to
install eig offers two options for ct shorting for meter installation. Ct shorting blocks are used to
create an intermediate contact point between the meter and load where it is safe to perform
wiring alterations. Please see pages 4 9 to 4 10 for the diagram. To learn more please visit the
schneider electric faq. The manual already have an example of the wiring diagram for dual
phase 3 wire and single phase 2 wire. Before attempting to install cts read the ct installation
safety page. Secondary conductors current circuit wiring 4mm2 2voltage circuit wiring 4 mm
two types of ct test terminal blocks are available for order. Ei 30ct04dr 6 pole block part. Current
Transformers. Ct Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram Minicloset 5c. Ct Shorting Block Wiring
Diagram Ct installation and wiring explained by continental control systems. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced
searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript
in your browser before proceeding. CT Shorting Block connection. Thread starter andy Start
date Jan 19, Most of the commercially available shorting blocks direct me to tie together and
ground the ct negative leads. The GE manual recommends shorting blocks as an option, but the
installation block diagram of the energy meter show 3 completely independent ct's. Is there any
advantage to shorting the negative leads? Any way this could affect the meter? I'm installing
the shorting block on the next shutdown, I don't want to cause an additional shutdown to
correct the wiring. The goal is to be able to replace the meter in the future without a power
outage. Thanks, Andy. Shorting blocks prevent individual CT's from becoming PT's when the
secondary circuit is opened, which is a result of removing the meter. One has nothing to do with
the other. It typically does not really depend on the number of CTs or system configuration, but
rather on how your instruments are wired. For other CT installations, especially where multiple
instruments will be connected in series, it is often better to use 6-pole shorting blocks up to the
final device. We use these at the CT end, all other connections are near the metering equipment.
This is the traditional modality in terms of simplicity and even labor-saving that gives an overall
economic advantage. Generally, when you have a current transformer you should maintain a
closed circuit. It could be either a shorting block or the meter must be always connected.
Leaving the CT secondary leads open--could pose a hazard.. It acts like a power transformer. In
a situation where there is a need to replace the meter, it is important to short the two terminals
to avoid this shocking hazard. The GE recommendation of providing shorting block is a good
option. For the GE engineers, having three independent energy meters provide flexibility in the
field. It insures that each set of leads to the meters can be handled independently without
having the other meters accidentally disturbed or disconnected during maintenance. Shorting
the negative leads or even the two leads should not affect the meters. All of the above of course
is contingent upon the proficiency of the electricians working on the system. Location MA. View
attachment I have never seen it before, only at the meter. In the case of the ones in the photo
they serve two purposes, one to provide a splice point for the CT conductors which were too
short to reach the metering equipment and secondly to provide points within the switchboard
section where the CT's could be shorted so that they may be worked on in the future. What kind
of work do you anticipate with the CTs that you would be able to do with the CTs connected to
the shorting block? It seems like an extra unnecessary expense when butt splices would do.
Out of all of the CTs that I have installed over the years, we never had to go back to do any work
on them, just the meters. Last edited by a moderator: Jan 22, Just to throw this in, every CT
shorting device I've seen installs directly onto the terminals on the body of the CT itself.
LarryFine said:. It's been years, but I remember a bent metal bar that probably came with the CT,
and was removed after connecting meter wiring. In line shorting devices ant CT theory In line

shorting devices ant CT theory In response to the OP I just want to add that there was a case we
ran into where the shutdown of load would take a pile of paperwork in order to change the
power meter where no shorting block existed. We talked the customer into installing a shorting
block to facilitate future repairs. We used an in-line shorting device that used a needle and
shorting wires that would pierce the wire when clamped on it to short out the 3 signal wires to
neutral coming from the CTs. It really worked slick and allowed us to install a shorting block
and new meter without a power shutdown. The devices were then removed without any damage
to the control wires. I forget the name of the device but you can google it. The other subject has
to do with the open circuit voltage at the CT secondary terminals. I recall Westinghouse stating
that depending on the load current thru the CT, the terminals can cause the CT to act as a PT as
others have mentioned and the voltage can rise to infinity. There have been several project I
have had to connect relaying and power quality metering where I was not involved in the
installation and the CTs were installed backwards to what I needed. Having access to all 6 CT
leads, at a shorting block allowed us to effectively change the CT polarity as needed. In my
world, CT's are used for metering and also for input to protective devices such as over current
and differential relays. I won't get into medium or high voltage CT's, though the same principles
apply. As mentioned several times, open circuits of energized CT's can be damaging or deadly.
Even when not connected in a circuit, they could potentially become a voltage source if left
open circuited around strong magnetic fields. Most come from the factory shorted with jumpers
or shorting type terminals that have the terminals shorted. Shorting jumpers are only removed
when the CT circuit is complete. But there are numerous reasons for needing to work on
energized CT circuits. Series type meter test setups, relay operation diagnostics, etc. All require
energized access to the CT secondary circuits. Metering and relay CT's are usually connected
to test switches but likely connect to shorting blocks as well. CT's used for relaying are not
normally accessible when in service. The secondary leads run to a shorting terminal block
somewhere in the circuit. As mentioned, 4 and 6 pole blocks are common. Most metering rated
CT's come with a shorting bar installed that can be closed with a sliding jumper to allow for
work on wiring while the CT's remain energized. Using a 6 pole shorting bar as an example,
three terminals are wired to CT polarity terminals and three are wired to CT non-polarity
terminals which are usually grounded either through a separate ground wire or the connection
of the wires to a ground at the CT's that keeps a ground on the shorting bar. Either way, the
only safe way to work on a CT was with the terminals in the circuit and grounded or shorted and
grounded. If this is too basic and therefore too boring, forget what I said. But trust me, open
circuiting a high ratio CT from a KV substation transformer gives "terrifying" a new meaning.
Don't ask how I know. Last edited: Jan 22, I don't know how to delete posts, so please disregard
both of my former posts I re-read your question and I wrote a bunch of useless information. I
found the wiring diagram of your meter and I'm not clear what you have. You mentioned three
separate CT's. Is that not what you have? If you do, then wire it just like the diagram shows with
the shorting block between the CT's and the meter. Connect the CT polarity to one side of the
terminals on the shorting block. Connect the other side to Ia, Ib and Ic on the meter. If you use a
4 terminal block, In will connect to the three "negative" non-polarity wires and ground. If you
use a six terminal block, just jumper the three terminals together with a ground then to In.
Polarity matters according to the diagram. Sorry for all the techno-baloney! I'm being asked to
install a cheapo electronic kWh meter in a separate room remote from the the CT locations
about 20 ft. The CT's are Pretty much all of the discussions regarding shorting blocks and
grounding of the CT's I've read so far have involved higher voltages. I wasn't too concerned. My
question is: How relevant would grounding the secondary of the CT's and shorting block be in
my case? All conductors will be in steel conduit point a to z. You must log in or register to reply
here. When alternating current travels through an electrical conductor, like cable or bus, it
develops a magnetic field at right angles to the flow of current. Photo: Wikimedia. The principal
function of a current transformer is to produce a manageable level of voltage and current,
proportional to the current flowing through its primary winding, for the operation of measuring
or protective devices. In its most basic form, a CT consists of a laminated steel core, a
secondary winding around the core, and insulating material surrounding the windings. If this
current is passed through the primary winding of a CT, the iron core inside becomes
magnetized which then induces a voltage in the secondary coils. If the secondary circuit is
closed, a current proportional to the CT ratio will flow through the secondary. CTs are typically
wired to a terminal block where shorting screws can be installed to tie isolated points together.
It is important that a CT always have a burden or load connected when not in use, otherwise a
dangerously high secondary voltage can develop across the secondary terminals. There are
four typical types of current transformers: window, bushing, bar, and wound. The primary
winding can consist merely of the primary current conductor passing once through an aperture

in the current transformer core window- or bar-type , or it may consist of two or more turns
wound on the core together with the secondary winding wound type. Window and Bar Type CTs
are the most common current transformers found in the field. Photo Credit: ABB. Window
current transformers are constructed with no primary winding and can be of solid or split core
design. These CTs are installed around a conductor and are the most common CT type found in
the field. Installation of solid core window CTs require the primary conductor to be
disconnected. Split core window CTs can be installed without first disconnecting the primary
conductor and are commonly used in power monitoring and metering applications. Zero
Sequence CTs are a type of window CT that is typically used for ground fault sensing on a
circuit by summing the current on all conductors simultaneously. Under normal operation,
these currents will vectorally sum to zero. When a ground fault occurs, since a portion of the
current will go to ground and not return on the other phases or neutral, the CT will see this
imbalance and send a secondary current signal to a relay. Zero sequence CT's eliminate the
need to use multiple window CTs that have their outputs summed together by instead using a
single CT that surrounds all of the conductors. Bar-type current transformers operate on the
same principle as Window CTs but have a permanent bar installed as a primary conductor. Bar
types are available with higher insulation levels and are usually bolted directly to the current
caring device. Bushing current transformers are basically window CTs that are specially
designed to fit around a high-voltage bushing. Usually these CTs cannot be accessed directly,
and their nameplates are found on the transformer or circuit-breaker control cabinet. Wound
current transformers have a primary and secondary winding just like a normal transformer.
These CTs are rare and are usually used at very low ratios and currents, typically in CT
secondary circuits to compensate for low currents, to match different CT ratios in summing
applications, or to isolate different CT circuits. These type of current transformers have very
high burdens , and special attention to the source CT burden should be applied when wound
CTs are used. The CT voltage class determines the maximum voltage the CT may come in direct
contact with. For example, a V window CT cannot be installed on or around a bare V conductor,
however a V window CT can be installed around a V cable, if the CT is installed around the
insulated portion of the cable and the insulation is rated correctly. The CT ratio is the ratio of
primary current input to secondary current output at full load. For example, a CT with a ratio of
is rated for primary amps at full load and will produce 5 amps of secondary current when amps
flow through the primary. If the primary current changes, the secondary current output will
change accordingly. For example, if amps flow through the amp rated primary, the secondary
current would be 2. The ratio of a current transformer is equivalent to the voltage ratio of
potential transformers. Photo: TestGuy. In the past, there were two main values of secondary
current typically used in measuring current. In the United States, engineers typically use a
5-amp output. Other countries have adopted a 1-amp output. With the advent of microprocessor
meters and relays, the industry is seeing the 5-amp or 1-amp secondary being replaced with a
mA secondary. Typically, devices with mA output are called " current sensors ," as opposed to
current transformers. Note: CT ratios express the current rating of the CT, not merely the ratio
of the primary to the secondary currents. The polarity of a current transformer is determined by
the direction in which the coils are wound around the core of the CT clockwise or counter
clockwise , and by which way the secondary leads are brought out of the transformer case. All
current transformers are subtractive polarity and will have the following designations to guide
proper installation:. Split-Core CT rated for A. Notice the polarity marking at the center of the
core indicating the direction of the source. On subtractive polarity transformers the H1 primary
lead and the X1 secondary lead are on the same side of the transformer. CT polarity is
sometimes indicated with an arrow, these CTs should be installed with the arrow pointing in the
direction of current flow. It is very important to observe correct polarity when installing and
connecting current transformers to power metering and protective relays. The polarity marking
on electrical drawings and diagrams may be made for current transformers in several different
ways. The three most common schematic conventions are dots, squares, and slashes. Polarity
markings on electrical drawings represent H1, which should be facing the source. Markings on
current transformers have been occasionally misapplied by the factory. You can verify the
polarity of a CT in the field with a 9V battery, using the following test procedure:. You can verify
the polarity of a CT in the field using a 9 volt battery. Related: 6 electrical tests for Current
Transformers explained. Since no transformer is ideal there are small energy losses such as
eddy currents, and heat caused by current flowing through the windings. The secondary current
that is produced in these situations do not truly replicate the power system current waveform.
The extent to which the secondary current magnitude differs from the calculated value expected
by virtue of the CT ratio is defined by the accuracy class of the CT. The greater the number used
to define the class, the greater the permissible deviation in the secondary current from the

calculated value error. Except for the least accurate classes, the CT accuracy class also defines
the permissible phase angle displacement between primary and secondary currents. Depending
on their accuracy class, current transformers are divided into Metering Accuracy or Protection
relay accuracy. A CT can have ratings for both groups. Metering Accuracy CTs are rated for
specified standard burdens and are designed to be highly accurate from very low current to the
maximum current rating of the CT. Because of their high degree of accuracy, these current
transformers are typically used by utility companies for billing purposes. They are designed to
perform with a reasonable degree of accuracy over a wider range of current. These CTs are
typically used for supplying current to protective relays. The wider range of current allows the
protective relay to operate at different fault levels. You can find the Accuracy Class of a CT by
looking at its nameplate or manufacturers label. This number is simply the rated ratio accuracy
expressed as a percent. For example, a CT with an accuracy class of 0. A current transformer
may have dual ratings and be used in metering or protection applications, if both ratings are
listed on the nameplate. Like all transformers, a current transformer can only transform a finite
amount of energy. The energy limitation of a CT is referred to as the maximum burden. If this
limit is exceeded, CT accuracy is not guaranteed. For Metering Class CTs, burden is expressed
as ohms impedance. For example, the ratio of a 0. Relay class CT burdens are expressed as
volt-amperes and are displayed as the maximum secondary voltage allowable if 20 times the CT
rating A for a 5A secondary CT were to flow through the secondary circuit. For example, a 2.
Applying a solidly grounded wire after hipot test. Wye-delta transformer secondary line current.
Keep this in mind when working around energized equipment. Outdoor Substation Rain Safety.
Arc suppression circuits. Power Triangle Calculator. Circuit Breaker Control Schematic
Explained. Protective Relay Protection Element Tests. Circuit Breaker Accessories Explained.
Switchboard Ratings. Transformer Insulation Classes. Safety II. Theory III. Testing IV.
Zero-sequence Window Current Transformer. Bar Type Current Transformer. Photo Credit:
Wikimedia. Metering Accuracy CTs Metering Accuracy CTs are rated for specified standard
burdens and are designed to be highly accurate from very low current to the maximum current
rating of the CT. This information is typically found on the device nameplate or data sheet. Add
the impedance of the secondary wire run. Measure the length of the wire between the current
transformer and the burden of the device connected to the secondary circuit found in step 1.
Make sure the total burden does not exceed the specified limits for the CT. Originally Posted by
Amberdel. I work at an industrial work site developing OSHA tagouts to isolate hazardous
energy for personnel protection. Class comments saying, "It is important that a CT always have
a burden or load connected when not in use, otherwise a dangerously high secondary voltage
can develop across the secondary terminals. Can you provide sources for further reading on
this topic? Why do we use standard current transformers while testing a given current
transformer? For what purpose are they used in testing field? Transformer Winding Resistance
Testing Explained. Electrical Drawings and Schematics Overview. Infrared Thermography for
Electrical Distribution Systems. Protective Relay Testing and Maintenance Overview. Follow
TestGuy. Popular topics right now. Tech Quiz Study Guide. Electrical Testing References.
Follow us. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All rights reserved. This website is not
affiliated with, maintained, authorized, endorsed or sponsored by the International Electrical
Testing Association NETA or any of its affiliates. The information presented on this website
should not be used to replace any kind of classroom or group study led by a certified instructor.
Current transformers CTs are typically install in electrical equipment with lethal high voltage
levels. WattNode meters are designed to work only with CTs that have a 0. This type of CT has a
built-in burden resistor that produces a safe low voltage output signal. The use of any other
type of CT will result in incorrect power measurements, and may permanently damage the
WattNode meter. Make sure the mating surfaces are clean. Debris will increase the gap,
decreasing accuracy. Place the CT around the conductor and rotate the top back to the closed
position until the latch snaps closed. Place the CT around the conductor and squeeze closed
until you hear the latch snap closed. A strong pull is required, especially when the CT is brand
new. The removable section only fits one way, so as it is removed, notice how the steel core
pieces fit together. When closing the CT, be sure to match up the ends the same way. If the CT
seems to jam and does not close, the steel core pieces are probably not aligned correctly. Do
Not Use Excessive Force! Instead, re-position or rock the removable portion until the CT closes
without excessive force. After a CTS model split-core CT has been reassembled, a nylon cable
tie may be secured around the perimeter of the CT to prevent accidental opening. On CTBL bus
bar models, reinstall the nylon screws and tighten them with your fingers. Do Not Use A
Screwdriver! For best accuracy, these parts should not be interchanged with other CTs.
Solid-core CTs require that the phase conductor being measured be disconnected at one end so
that it can be passed it through the opening in the CT. This is not difficult when the wire gauge

is small but becomes impractical with larger wire gauges and multi parallel conductors. For
correct measurements, CTs must be installed on the phase conductor that corresponds to the
voltage input connection. The voltage input connections are on the green, five position, screw
terminal block. It may help to use colored tape or labels to identify the wires. To reduce
magnetic interference between CTs on adjacent phases, it is a good practice to separate them
by about 1 inch 25 mm. This also helps to prevent dust and debris from forming a bridge across
the phase conductor terminals or bus bars and possibly causing a flashover arc. If the CT
opening is much bigger than the conductor, position the conductor in the center in the CT
opening. Plastic cable ties can be used to secure the position of the CT on the phase conductor.
A cable tie can also be secured around the perimeter of some models of CTs to prevent them
from accidentally opening. CTs are marked with a symbol arrow or label which indicates the
correct mechanical orientation of the CT on the conductor being measured. In addition to
installing CTs with the correct mechanical orientation, electrical polarity, as indicated by their
white and black wires must also be correct. Each pair of CT wires connects to the appropriate
terminal on the black six position screw terminal block. The polarity of each pair of terminals is
indicated by a white and black dot on the label. Be sure to connect the white wire to the phase
terminal aligned with the white dot, and the black wire to the terminal with the black dot.
Remember that both the physical orientation and the electrical polarity of each phase must be
correct for proper operation. If a phase is reversed either electrically or mechanically, and
current flows in the reverse direction, the WattNode meter will measure, depending on the
model, zero or negative energy for that phase. If the CT lead wires are longer than necessary,
they can be shortened. Short CT lead wires help to minimize interference from electrical noise. If
the CT lead wires need to be longer than 8 feet, they can be extended. It is generally better to
install the WattNode near the conductors being measured instead of extending the CT wires.
However, it is possible to extend the CT wires by feet 30 m or more using shielded twisted-pair
cable. To minimize power line noise from interfering with sensitive CT signals, extension wires
should should be run in conduit raceway without any power conductors. Refer to the Current
Transformer Wire Extension page for more information. The diameter of CT twisted pair lead
wires is about 0. Because the CT inputs of the WattNode transducer are susceptible to damage
from electrostatic discharge ESD , always ground yourself momentarily by touching the
electrical enclosure or other grounded metal object before touching the transducer. This is a
good practice to follow with all electronic equipment sensitive to ESD. It will be easier to
connect the wires to the terminal block if the block is first plugged into the meter. Unused CT
inputs could possibly pickup electrical noise, so it is a good practice to short out unused CT
input terminals by connecting a wire jumper about 1 inch long between the white and black CT
terminals
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. This is usually not a concern if there is no line voltage connected to the corresponding
voltage input terminal. CT Installation and Wiring. Unlike ratio CTs with current outputs, these
CTs are internally burdened to produce a safe 0. Key Points Install CTs on the phase conductor
that corresponds to the voltage input phase. Connect the white and black CT leads to the
corresponding CT input terminals with the white and black dots. Phase Conductors For correct
measurements, CTs must be installed on the phase conductor that corresponds to the voltage
input connection. Orientation And Polarity CTs are marked with a symbol arrow or label which
indicates the correct mechanical orientation of the CT on the conductor being measured.
Making Connections Because the CT inputs of the WattNode transducer are susceptible to
damage from electrostatic discharge ESD , always ground yourself momentarily by touching the
electrical enclosure or other grounded metal object before touching the transducer.

